Lynx Immersive Visual Arts: Camp Activities Detailed Schedule

Week 1

July 17th Day 1: Introduction to Immersive Art Making
**Note:**  Students need to bring the following: 8.5x11 inch Sketchbook, Pencils, Pens, Eraser, Sharpener if needed.
- 9:00-11:00am ARTS 292: Introductions – camp rules, discuss the art practices program, brainstorm immersive art ideas
- 11:00am-12:40pm: City Heights early lunch, walk to Meow Wolf
- 12:40-3:30pm: Meow Wolf Visit – Tour and Self Discovery
- 3:40-4:00pm: Walk back and discuss Meow Wolf further. Wrap Up.. Homework—brain storm more ideas (in small groups of 3)! Be ready to present these to the larger group in the morning. (Note: Students bring in objects to vacuum form for tomorrow)

July 18th Day 2: Sculptural Form
- 9:00-10:30am ARTS 292: Small groups present their ideas to the larger group, 5 minutes each (about 40 minutes total), then come to larger group decision on larger concept; discuss the processes that we will be learning this day
- 10:30am-12:00pm: Vacuum Forming Process (small groups of 6 each in ARTS 192 for one hour each) | Paper Maché Sculpture (remainder of the group in ARTS 292)
- 12:00-1:00pm: Lunch at City Heights
- 1:00-3:30pm: Vacuum Forming Process (small groups of 6 each in ARTS 192 for one hour each) | Paper Maché Sculpture (remainder of the group in ARTS 292)
- 3:30-4:00pm ARTS 292: Wrap Up, share what we did today and discuss a little (Note: Students bring in cyanotype objects for tomorrow)

July 19th Day 3: Photography
- 9:00-10:00am ARTS 292: Meet up and discuss the processes that we will be learning this day
- 10:00am-12:00pm ARTS 292: Set up Camera Obscura and Video
- 12:00-1:00pm: Lunch at City Heights
- 1:00-3:30pm ARTS 175 and Outside: Tour of the Photo Labs Cyanotypes
  **Note:** If there is extra time here and there, sand the paper maché pieces and gesso them.
- 3:30-4:00pm ARTS 292: Wrap Up, share what we did today and discuss a little

July 20th Day 4: Drawing and Stop Motion
- 9:00-10:00am ARTS 292: Meet up and discuss the processes that we will be learning this day
- 10:00am-12:00pm ARTS 291 and 292: develop story board/scenes, Create Stop Motion Elements, Drawing/Painting/Pochoir Processes
- 12:00-1:00pm: Lunch at City Heights
- 1:00-3:30pm ARTS 291 and 292: Finish creating stop motion elements and test out motion, download stop motion app and set up to photograph with all elements on hand. Create your stop motion animation!
- 3:30-4:00pm ARTS 292: Wrap Up, share what we did today and discuss a little

July 21st Day 5: Video and Sound
- 9:00-10:00am ARTS 292: Meet up and discuss the processes that we will be learning this day
- 10:00-11:00am ARTS 291, 292 and outside: Stop Motion/Video - Finish up stop motion and shoot a little video outside or inside of detail elements to supplement your animation.
- 11:00am-12:00pm ARTS 194 computer lab: Video Editing – Video Editing Tutorial, transfer video and stop motion files onto computers and work in Premiere on Video
- 12:00-1:00pm: Lunch at City Heights
- 1:00-2:00pm Music Record Core ARTS 2nd Floor: Sound Art
- 2:00-4:00pm ARTS 194: Continued Video Editing – add sound in, export video for clock tower.
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Week 2

July 24th Day 6: Mold Making and Dimensional Painting
- 9:00-10:00am ARTS 292: Meet up for introductions to the 2nd week, review the processes up to this point, then discuss the processes that we will be learning this day.
- 10:00am-12:00pm ARTS 192 Mold-Making and Casting Process (fingers or hands)
- 12:00-1:00pm: Lunch at City Heights
- 1:00-3:30pm ARTS 292: Dimensional Paintings on Paper; Color and Sculpture – adding color to paper maché forms
- 3:30-4:00pm ARTS 292: Wrap Up, share what we did today and discuss a little

July 25th Day 7: Soft Sculpture
- 9:00-10:00am ARTS 292: Meet up and discuss the processes that we will be learning this day
- 10:00am-12:00pm ARTS 292: Inflatable Sculptures
- 12:00-1:00pm: Lunch at City Heights
- 1:00-3:30pm ARTS 292: Soft and Hanging Sculpture
- 3:30-4:00pm ARTS 292: Wrap Up, share what we did today and discuss a little

July 26th Day 8: Laser Cutting and Mural Painting
- 9:00-10:00am ARTS 292: Meet up and discuss the processes that we will be learning this day
- 10:00am-11:00am ARTS 194: Adobe Illustrator demo on making vector graphics
- 11:00am-12:00pm and ARTS 192: Laser Cutting in Sculpture
- 12:00-1:00pm: Lunch at City Heights
- 1:00-2:00pm Auraria Library Innovation Garage: Introduction to the Innovation Garage and make Vinyl Stickers
- 2:00-4:00pm ARTS Teaching Gallery 1st Floor and Innovation Garage: Continued cutting of Vinyl Stickers, and work on Wall Murals – Add some color to the space! Discuss a plan for the installation of the work.

July 27th Day 9: Transforming Space, Printmaking, Night Lights Denver
- 9:00-10:00am ARTS 292: Meet up and discuss the processes that we will be learning this day, gather all items that we have created up to this point, map out a plan of installation of the work.
- 10:00am-12:00pm ARTS Teaching Gallery 1st Floor: transport art objects into the space and set up, install, work on lighting and projection also.
- 12:00-1:00pm: Lunch at City Heights
- 1:00-3:30pm ARTS 292: Discuss professional practices in the arts and how to promote an exhibition – make lino-cut postcards to invite folks
- 3:30-4:00pm ARTS 292: Wrap Up, share what we did today and discuss a little, reminder about evening clock tower projection reception
- 8:45-10:00pm 16th Street Mall Clock Tower: Video projection reception, Exclusive run through of our video pieces! Then playing once per hour 10pm - 12am

July 28th Day 10: Present the Work!
- 9:00-10:00am ARTS Teaching Gallery 1st Floor: Final Set up (sound, video, etc).
- 10:00am-12:00pm ARTS 292: Open forum
- 12:00-1:00pm: Lunch at City Heights
- 1:00-2:00pm ARTS Teaching Gallery 1st Floor: Critique and discussion of our completed
- 2:00-4:00pm King Center: Student Showcase of Work
- 4:00-5:00pm ARTS Teaching Gallery 1st Floor: Immersive Exhibition reception of completed piece!
- 8:45pm – 12:00am 16th Street Mall Clock Tower: clock tower projection pieces also on view once per hour